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o                                                                      THE    SECOND AND THIRD ORDER   ELAS TIC CONSTANTS OF MAGNES IUM

'.,

Edwin Roland Naimon, Ph.D.
Department of Physics

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1970

(   The complete set of the ten third order .elastic constants of
-

magnesium has been determined experimentally from. measurements of the hydro-
V

static pressure and uniaxial compression derivatives of the natural sound

velocities using. an ultrasonic pulse superposition technique.  The specimen

was neutron irradiated bo suppress dislocation effects.

A theoretical model has been developed to. predict the elastic

t constants of magnesium.  The energy density of the metal consisted of a

            volume-dependent term,.an electrostatic term, and.a band structure term which

was. derived from pseudopotential theory.  The pseudopotential used was the

local one proposed by Ashcroft and used by Suzuki, et al. in calculating the

elastic constants of cubic metals.  The only adjustable parameter was the

core radius r .
C

-.

The calculations were carried out for five different core radii in

order to determine the r  which gives the best agreement between theory and
C

experiment.  Both the Hartree dielectric function and a modified dielectric

function  wer e  used; the results were found  to be rather insensitive to which-

ever dielectric function is used.  From a comparison of the calculated elastic

constants with expe'riment,   it was found  that  the best agreement was obtained

for r  = 1.358 a  (and the modified dielectric function); there was only aC 0

'41                                                                      C              0
slight preference, however, over r  = 1.38 a  (and the Hartree dielectric

function).  The core radius determined from elastic constant calculations was

found to be in good agreement with the values obtained by other investigators
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from a comparison of theory with experiment for electronic properties,

p                                                    
                        )

such_as the resistivity of liquid magnesium.    Thus  the .same pseudopotential

has proved successful in predicting both mechanical and electronic properties

af magnesium.
.

r                      Because magnesium exists in the non-primitive hexagonal close-packed

».            s.tructure, a macroscopic strain gives rise to interlattice displacements,

i.e., internal strains.  The internal strain parameter has been calculated

by requiring the energy density of the strained state to be a minimum.  It

was seen that internal strain contributions to the Brugger elastic constants

were small; the inclusion of internal strain, however, was found to improve

the overall agreement between theory and experiment.
/9

The calculated third order elastic constants of magnesium, obtained

from using rc = 1.358 a .and a modified dielectric function, are presented

below, along with the experimentally determined values; the elastic constants

12         -2
here are in units of 10   dynes cm

Theory Expefiment

-6.71 -6.63
clll

-1.69 -1.78

 112                                                 0.30
0.51

113
c -8.46 -8.64
222

-0.33 -0.76
(123

cj33
-1.11 -0.86

C333
-6.32 -7.26

a144
-0.37 -0.30

c -0.62 -0.58
-                        155

(344
-1.90 -1.93

9
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I.       INTRODUCTION
f

5
It  is. the purpose  of this thesis to measure. and..calculate the second

and third order. elastic constants of magnesium...Many_properties of solids

can be described in terms of elastic constants. .For...example, the Debye

-               temper.ature. and the compressibility may be found from second order (or

ordinary)   elas tic cons.tants,   and the Gruneisen constant. can be expressed   in
4.,

terms of third order constants. Elastic constants. ..are...also  of.  importance

in describing defects and defect interactions in crystals. Since elastic

constants. are related to derivatives  of the interatomic potentials,.they.-are

useful in determining the nature of binding forces..      Elastic cons tants   give

 ,

changes  of the energy density  not  only with respect to volume -changes,  but

also with respect to shears.  Thus much can be learned about interatomic

potentials from the elastic constants.  For metals a complete set of

elastic cons.tants should provide insight into thh theory of metallic binding.

Elastic cons.tant.s. generally can.be measured to a greater degree of accuracy

than can be obtained from theoretical calculations. Since approximations

must be made in theoretical models, the elastic constants can serve as a

useful guide in developing the theory.

Recently Suzuki, et al. have used a pseudbpotential method to

calculate the elastic constants of the alkali metalsl (monovalent) and of

2aluminum  (trivalent).  Their results are in excellent agreement with

experiment for the monovalent metals and in fair agreement with experiment

for aluminum.  It should be noted, however, that a complete set of third

19 order constants has not yet been determined experimentally for any of the

alkali metals; thus Suzuki, et al. could only compare their results with the
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experimental values   of the second order constants.„and   of the hydrostatic

pressure derivatives of the second order constants.. .The calculated third

order constants of .aluminum could be compared directly with the experimental
3

values obtained by Thomas.

It would be interesting to see how successful the method of

Suzuki, et al. is in predicting the elastic cons.tants.of a divalent simple
W metal.  A good candidate for this approach seems to be magnesium; this metal

is simple in that it has no d-electrons, and its ion cores are known to be

small.  The choice of magnesium also will introduce features that are absent

from the work of Suzuki, e.t al. The simple metals which they considered were

cubic with one atom per unit cell.  Magnesium, however, crystallizes in the

e           hexagona.l. close-packed (h.c.p.) structure, which has a basis of two atoms..

The atoms in a h.c.p structure are not at centers of symmetry; therefore

4elastic deformations will in general induce internal  strains.since the

structure is non-primitive.  The internal strain is such as to make the

energy density a minimum for the given external elastic strain; i.e., if E

is the energy density, n the external strain, and w the induced internal

s train,   then  w is found from  ali)     =  O.
aw T1

In addition to the concept of internal strain, the structure of

magnesium introduces another parameter, namely the c/a ratio.  Suzuki's

method can be used to calculate the equilibrium value of c/a, and a comparison

with experiment may be performed.

Because of the valence and structure of magnesium, a comparison of

the calculated values with those obtained from experiment should prove
,.,
1

useful in the theory of metals.
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The second order  elas tic constants of magnes.ium..have been determined

w           experimentally.5-7 In.,addition, the hydrostatic.pressure derivatives of the
8

second order.constants have.been reported.  ' This infbrmation, however, is not

sufficient to determine the complete  set of third order constants . There- are

9five second order....and ten third order constants.f.or crystals having the

h.c.p. structure.  Thus the hydrostatic pressure derivatives of the second
1;

order constants give only five experimental numbers which are related to the

ten third order elastic constants. The experimental. part ofthis thesis is

concerned with measurements to determine the complete set of third order

elastic constants of magnesium.

At the time this work was begun, there had been no third order

constants reported f.or. any h.c.p. metal.  Recently, however, Swartz and

10
Elbaum have measured the complete set of third order elastic constants of

zinc; they did not present any theory to account for their results.  Thus

magnesium will be the first h.c.p. metal for which the experimental third

order elastic constants can be compared directly with theory.  The hydro-

static pressure derivatives of the second order constants of the h.c.p.

11   12       13
metals Be,   Gd   and Zr have also been reported; as mentioned above, this

information is insufficient to determine a complete set of third order

constants.  All these results were obtained by applying pressures of several

kilobars, which gave readily measurable changes in the second order con-

stants; it was necessary to correct for length changes due to increasing

pressure in those experiments.

The additional information needed to experimentally determine a
P

complete set of third order elastic constants can be obtained by measuring
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-

the.change ·of the second order constants when only one crystalline..axis is

w                                s tres.s.ed. .at.a. time.. Sinde second order elastic cons tants._are determined

from measurements of the velocity of sound.in a crystal, the third order

constants «are then simply related  to the change in sound velocity  due  to.an

applied homogeneous stress, such as hydrostatic pressure or. uniaxial com-

pression.
C

Unfortunately, uniaxial compression of metal crystals is likely to

introduce dislodation motion, and it is well known that dislocations affect

the measured sound velocity.  It is possible to pin down existing dislocations

by neutron irradiating the metal sample.  The stress level must then be kept
-

low  eno.ugh to prevent hreakaway  of dis locations   from the pinning points.

9 Stresses on the order of 10 bars appear to be sufficiently low to suppress

dislocation. effects.  With such low stresses, the typical sound velocity

changes are 10-100 parts per million. Detection of such small velocity

changes requires an extremely sensitive electronic system.

A system capable of measuring relative velocity changes as small

-8                                        14
as 10 has recently been developed by Holder.    The method is an improve-

15,16ment upon the pulse superposition technique of McSkimin, in which a phase

coherent superposition of echoes is attained by varying the pulse repetition

rate.  The measured sound velocity is then directly related to the repetition

rate.  Holder's method, in addition to its greater sensitivity, has an

advantage in that it automatically records the results.

In Holder's system, a gated carrier method is used to provide the

pulses; the carrier signal is generated by a frequency synthesizer.  By use

of a frequency divider, the pulse repetition rate is always an integral number
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of cycles ef the carrier frequency.  The round triptransit time t of a

sound wave in.a crystal is then simply proportional to 1/f, f being the
W

carrier frequency.     When the crystal is stressed, the ,.carrier frequency  mus t

be readjusted to maintain superposition; this change in frequency is directly

related to the change in transit time or velocity.

The relationships between the third order elastic constants and

564

the stress derivatives of the sound velocities have been summarized by

17                                         2L
Thurston and Brugger. They defined a "natural velocity," w = 0/t, where

L      is   the uns tressed path length. The pressure derivative   -a.(p   w2).  p-00                                                                                                                       ap    0      1,  M
was then expressed in terms of second and third order elastic constants for

the various sound modes. and applied stresses p;  p  is the density of the

9           unstressed-material.  It is easily shown that -2(p w2) - 2((1 aM)      =
ap 0 T,p=0 w ap T,p=0

20(1 21) = 20 (1 af) . where c = (p w2) .  Thus it is necessary
t   a P   T, p=O f Bp T,p=O o   T, F=O

to only measure the frequency changes due to applied stress; changes in path

length need not be considered here.

The second section of this thesis will be concerned with the

experimental determination of the complete set of ten third order elastic

constants of magnesium. A calculation   of the elastic constants   will   be

presented in the third section, and conclusions will be discussed in the

fourth section.

j
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II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND RESULTS

W
The single crystal of magnesium used throughout the experiment

was obtained from Semi-Elements Inc., Saxonburg, Pennsylvania.  The dimensions

of the sample were.-approximately 18x19x20mm. The crystal was oriented  with
- -

faces perpendicular to the [1210], [1010] and [0001] directions, hereafter

referred to. as_ the..a, b and c axes, respectively.  Laue back reflection
./

photographs showed the orientations to be better than 1'.  A spectral analysis

was ptovided with the sample, showing a composition of 99.95+% pure magnesium.

The crystal was polished until opposite faces were flat and parallel

to 200 parts per million.  Rough polishing was done on 3/0 emery paper

saturated in kerosene.. Finer polishing was done with various grades of
r

aluminum oxide powder ,and oil, starting with 9.5 micron powder and ending   '

with 1.0 micron powder.  The dimensions were checked with a Brown and Sharpe

electronic micrometer, which gives relative readings directly in microinches.

The second order elastic constants were measured by the pulse-echo-

18overlap method of Papadakis·  (a diagram of the setup is shown in Fig. 1);

10 MHz quartz transducers were attached ·to the crystal with phenyl salicylate

(salol).  Pulses of approximately 3 microsecond duration were supplied by an

Arenberg PG-650C pulsed oscillator.  A Matec attenuation recorder was used to

intensify a pair of successive echoes on a cathode-ray oscilloscope tube; the

other echoes were suppressed.  The oscilioscope was triggered externally with

a frequency synthesizer so that a cycle-for-cycle match of the two intensified

echoes could be achieved.  When the echoes are properly matched, the round trip

3            transit time is the.reciprocal of the triggering frequency.  The transit times

could be obtained to better than 2 nanoseconds.  By attaching a dummy
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2

1,

2.

Fig. 1.  Block diagram of the Papadakis visual-overlap system.
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transducer .to the .far end of the specimen, a transit time correction of

:            100 nsec/echo was determined for both longitudinal. and.shear waves.  For

purposes of comparison with the results of other .investigators, a density of

-3
1.738 gm.cm   was used.  This made it possible to use the tabulated data of

5
Eros and Smith directly.

The constants c 11 and c33 were determined from the propagation of
-t

longitudinal waves.in the basal plane and along the c axis, respectively.

The constant (66 = (cll-(12)/2 was found from a shear wave propagated along

tile a (or b) axis and polarized along the b (or a) axis.  The constant c
I. 44
3,

wa*  determined  fr.om. the shear wave propagated along  the  c  axis,  and  from  the

shear wave propagated along the a or b axis and polarized along the c axis.

w            We were not able to determine the constant c13 due to the orientation of our

crystal.  We could only propagate waves parallel and perpendicular to the c

axis, and c 13 can only be found by propagation at some other angle to the

c axis.  Throughout eur work we will use the experimental value of c
13

determined by Eros and Smith.

Our results for the adiabatic second order elastic constants are

presented in Table 1 and compared with the values ,found by other investi 

gators.  Our results.in every case fall within the ran*e of their values.

The errors presented are.estimated from the uncertainties in thelmeasured

transit.times and lengths.

After obtaining the second order elastic constants, the magnesium

crystal was neutron irradiated to suppress dislocation effects.  The irradia-

tion was performed at the reactor lab of the University of Illinois; the
j

18                   2
integrated exposure was approximately 2x10   (fast) neutrons/cm .
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W
Table 1. The.adiabatic second order elastic constants of.Mg at 25'C.

The results of the other investigators were normalized to a
density of 1.738 gm.cm-1 by.· Eros and Smith. 5   Entries are, in
units of 1012 dynes cm-Z.

This Eros and Long and Slutsky and
Smith5             6c    .., Experiment Smith Garlandl

c .5918+.0008 .5928 .5969 .5905
11            -

3.

.6147+.0007 .6135 .616 .6125
C33         ,   -

c66"(c.ll-(12)/2 .1675t.0002 .1669 .1674 ,1680

C44
.1634+.0006 .1632 .1638 . 1632

C 13
--- .2157 .217 .2130

c12 -
.2568+.0009 .2590 .2622 ,2545

. . 15.16
We have used a modification of the McSkimin '

pulse superposition

method to measure the stress derivatives of the natural sound velocities. The

14
system is the same as that described by Holder. A block diagram of the setup

is presented in Fig. 2.  Holder's velocity system, in addition to its greater

sensitivity, automatically records the results.

When measuring small velocity changes, it is extremely important to

monitor  i the temperature of the specimen. A stress  of one bar typically

produces a relative velocity change of only several parts per million.  A

temperature change of only .01'C will produce a velocity change of the same

1            order of magnitude.  Before doing the stress experiments, we measured the

temperature derivatives of the natural sound velocities. Then, for the stress
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9

'...

Fig. 2.  Block diagram of the pulse superposition system.

*

7
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experiments, we.were. able to normalize all the velocities to a stfndard

              temperature (22.000'C).  The tem erature was measured with chromel-advance

thermocouples.  A.Honeywell 2768 microvolt potentiemeter was used to measure

the emf, and the unbalanced potential was fed into a Leeds and Northrup dc

amplifier .and Mosely 710OB strip-chart recorder. Full scale was set at 10

microvolts, so that the temperature could be read to a millidegree.
:.

The temperature derivatives were determined over the range 5'C te

150£. For these experiments the temperature was controlled-by  plating  the

specimen in a.furnace which was surrounded by an ice bath.  The temperature

could be changed by adjusting the furnace coil current.  The temperature deriva-

tives of the natural sound velocities are presented in Table 2.  The indi-

aj

cated errors represent the range of several measurements for each mode.
2L

2L    e L     LUsing the relations c= pv2 and v=r= -r r- =w I», it is easily
o       o

Shown that

1 as.-1 1    il
C BTIP = -B+2 a L+2 w aTIP.                   (1)*

Here B is the volume thermal expansion coefficient and a,L is the coefficieb'€
of linear thermal expansion  of   the..propagation _axis. For magnes ium,   H     to  c=

19                -4. -1
.265, el to c = .251 And .0 = 61 + 01]1  = .767 in units of 10  -·C  .  We             
have ca.lculated * i al|   for' the different modes and, in Table 3, compared our

c       BT' P
7

values with those of Slutsky and Garland. Their results are in tabular

-            form, and we have calculated the derivatives from their room temperature

values.  Our values are expected to be more accurate since we measured the
k

velocities at ten points over a 10' interval, whereas Slutsky and Garland
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-             Table 2.  The temperature derivatives of the natural velocities of Mg.
Entries are·in units of 10-4°C-1.

1  1
Sound Mode   '                       waTIP

Cll
-1.467 + .012

c33 -1.49  i .01

1

(66 = 2(cll-c12)
-2.43  + .02

'.

c44 (along c axis) -2.38  + .01

c44 (basal
plane) -2.375 + .010

-

Table  3. The logarithmic temperature derivatives  of the second order elastic
constants of Mg.  Entries. are in units of 10-4°C-1.

1 as'                          I
C  aTIp

c- This experiment Slutsky and Garland7

cll
-3.20 + .02 -2.86

c33
-3.22 + .02 -3.25

c               -5.12 i .05 -4.44
66

C44
-5.01 + .02 -5.79
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give only two. points. over a 20' interval.. In addition they used the.pulse-

4           echo technique ·which is much less sensitive than. a pulse superposition

method.

We then proceeded to measure the hydrostatic pressure .and uniaxial

stress derivatives of the natural sound velocities. .Hydrostatic.pressure

was obtained from a nitrogen gas tank and was measured by a Heise bourdon

gauge.  The pressure vessel contained a heater coil to keep temperature

corrections to a minimum. The stress range for hydrostatic experiments was

approximately 0-80 kg cm 2.  A Tinius  Olsen universal testing machine,

accur.ate to better than 1%, was used to apply uniaxial compression.  The

crystal was placed between indium shims when stressed, and the stress was

1 applied through a ball joint to promote uniform compression.  Here the

-2
stress range was kept below 20 kg cm  , except for the c modes, for which44

-2
the stress never exceeded 6 kg cm

For.a.h. c.p crystal oriented with faces perpendicular to the a, b

and c axes, there are four hydrostatic and ten uniaxial experiments to

determine the ten third order elastic constants.  These experiments are

listed in Table 4.  For each experiment the directly measured quantity is the

change in carrier frequency. f..with applied stress B; .this change was always

found to be linear. .From a least squares fit of the data, we obtained

1 1
f  BP T,P=O

for each experiment; this quantity, however, is identically

equal to $'3 aw| w being the natural sound velocity.  It is easily
w  B jT,P=O'

shown that

1

_.2·(A, wl) -2  c  l. al                                                   (2)ap "d T,p=o w BPIT,P=0
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Table 4.  The sound velocity stress experiments.

·                                                                                   2
Propagation Polarization Stress 6 = (p8w )

Expt. No. axis axis axis P=0

1             c                b hydro. C44

2             b                a hydro. C66

3             b                b hydro. Cll

4             c                c hydro. C33

5             c                c               b                c33

6            b               b              c               c 11

7             b                b               a                c 11

8               a                   a                 b                   c 11
9             b                a               c                c66

10             b                a               a                c66

11             a              .b               b                c66

12             b                c               c                c44

13             b                c               a                c44

14 5          c                b               b                (44

a = [1210], b = [1010], C = [0001]

d

-
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where c = .(plw2),r p=Q is the appropriate second order.elastic.constant.   The
U

relations between the measured quantities s. (,tow,) and the second and
T,P60

17
third order elastic constants have been found by Thurston. and Brugger

and are summarized in Table 5.

The. coefficients  s. .  of the elastic constants in Table  5  are. the
1J

isothermal elastic compliances.  They are related thermodynamically to the
g

adiabatic compliances which, in turn, are related to the adiabatic second

20
order elastic constants.  The explicit relations are

2

S   .cklc33-c13
sll ( c  )2  7cll- 12

2                                           (3)

S    c 13-c 12933

9 2   (c  -c  )2  '11  12

*BS    c13
13 ·    c

and                      
ss    Cll+C12
33      E

where.E=c  (c  +c  ) -2 c 2.  The c.. .are the adiabatic second order
33  11  12       13-       iJ

T
elastic constants of Table.1.  The isothermal compliances s.. are found from

1J
s                      20

the adiabatic compliances s.. through the relation
lJ

T Q.e'.
sT  = ss. +    1 1.                       (4)ij    13    pocp

Here  T  is the absolute temperature,  ati  and  e .  are the linear thermal expansion
J

.

-10„-1
coefficients, and. c  is the specific heat at constant pressure (.245 cal/gm    u

for Mg). The values of the isothermal compliances of Mg are given in Table 5.19
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Table 5.  Relationships between the sound velocity stress derivatives and the elastic constants.

-_ac   2,
Expt. No.   ,pbw )T,P=O

1       2c44Kl +
 1(C 144+C155) + K3 344 +1

2        2c66Kl + T Kl(c222-c112) + F ...K3(c 113-c123)  1
3       2c  K  +K(c   +c   ) + K_c +1

11 1 1 111 112 3 113
4        2c  K  + 2K c +K r +1

33 3 1 133    3-333
5       2c      + (s  +s )c +S

33s 13     11  12 133 13c333

6       2clls13 + s13(clll+C112) + s33c113
7       2c      + s +S +S

11s 12 12c 111 11C 112 13c113

8         2(11s12 + sll(clll.+Cll2) + (s12-sll)c222   s13c1131 1
9.       2c66s 13 t  13(C222-C 112) +  33(c 113-c 123)

1. .                                        1.                                          1.-

10      2c66s11 + -ft:(sll-s12)clll - rl (sll+s12)c112 + - 4'(3812-sll)c222 +  2-813(c113-c123)
11      2c.66s11 - - 5(sll s12  111   -4  11  12  112  4    11 12 222  2'   13 c113 ' 123)C -  - (S  +S )C + -",(3s  -s )c +   -/S       (C          -C          )

12       2c44s 33 + s 13 (c 144+C 15 5 ) + s 33c344

13       2c      + s +S +S
44s 13 11c 144,    12c 155 13c344

14       2c44s11.+ s12c144 + slle155 + s13C344

T              -12   2    -1
s   =s   = 2.220 x 1 0 cm dyn.

11            1
-

-12   2    -1
s33 = s 33

= 1.992 x 10 cm dyn.

s   =s T -12   2    -1
12    12

=-0.765 x 10 cm dyn.

- sT -12   2    -1=-0.493 x 10 cm dyn.S 13    13

T     T     T              -12   2    -1
Kl  = Sll + S12 13

+S = 0.962 x 10 cm dyn.

T      T                   -12   2    -1
K   =s +2 s = 1.006 x 10 cm dyn.3           33           13                                                                                                                                                                    -00
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-                     The hydrostatic pressure derivatives of.the.natural sound velocities

were measured·first,«dxp.ts. 1-4 of Tables 4 and.5.... .The. vel.ocity...change f.or.«a

typ ical hydros tatic experiment is shown   in   Fig.    3.       F.rom. the measured .quanti-

ties -B.(A')W2) , we calculated the hydrostatic pressure derivatives of the
AP   r o        T,P=O

2
second order elastic constants, c = pv .  It is easily shown that

ac   -2( 2           (5)aPI = ap  pw  )T,P=O + c(K-2KL)'
IT,P=0

where K= -1 al   and K  =  _1 86|  are the isothermal volume and linearV
BPIT L BPIT

compressibilities, respecti.vely; the compressibilities are given in Table 5.

The pressure derivatives of the elastic constants are compared in Table 6 to

8
the values found by Schmunk,and Smith. The error indicated with our results

represents the range of several measurements. It should be noted here that

very good agreement exists despite the difference  in the pressure ranges;  our

experiments never exceeded 80 bars, whereas Schmunk and Smith worked in the

kilobar. region. Similar type comparisons have not been as good for the metals

21           3
CU, Ag,  Au, and Al, for which a two crystal interferometric technique was

used.  We suspect that the thermal lags present in the two crystal method

account. for part of the previous disagreement with the results of investi-

gators working at higher pressures.

We then performed the uniaxial experiments involving the c33' Cll

and c modes, expts. 5-11 of Tables 4 and 5.  A typical natural velocity change
66

for a uniaxial compression experiment is shown in Fig. 4.  For convenience

only, all the experiments were begun with a stress applied; they could have

been started with no stress.  Before carrying out the experiments which
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Fig. 3.  Natural velocity change vs. hydrostatic pressure for a c33 mode
(expt. 4 of Tables 4 and 5).

L
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Table 6.  The hydrostatic pressure derivatives of the second order elastic
constants of Mg.  The indicated errors represent the range of
several measurements for each mode.

 (c=pv2)  
IT,P=0

8
c                  This experiment Schmunk and Smith

C44 1.60 i .04 1.58

C66 1.37 i .02 1.36

cll                       -
6.23 + .20 6.13

c33
7.29 + .03 7.22

-

involved c44' expts. 12-14 of Tables 4 and 5, it was necessary to neutron

irradiate the crystal once more; apparently the effects of the first irradia-

tion had annealed out.  This was not observable in the other experiments since

they are not dislocation-sensitive.  By a dislocatien-sensitive experiment

we mean one for which there is a component of shear stress in the slip plane.

The primary slip plane of the h.c.p. structure is the basal plane.  Since we

always compressed either parallel or perpendicular  to the basal plane,   the

uniaxial stresses have no shear components in the base.  However, the c44

sound wave does have a shear stress component in the basal plane.  This

means that experiments 1 and 12-14 of Table 4 are dislocation-sensitive.  That

these modes were dislocation-sensitive was borne out by the high attenuation

of the propagating wave.  For the second irradiation, the integrated exposure

18                       2
again was approximately 2 x 10 (fast) neutrons per cm .
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.'

Fig: 4.  Natural velocity.change vs. applied uniaxial stress for a c mode
33(expt..  5

05 Tables  4  and 5). The experiment was begun with a
3.90 kg/cm  stress applied to the specimen.
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We then performed the· remaining uniaxial compression experiments;

-2
the stress level was kept extremely low, never exceeding 6 -kg cm  .  The

results of the c experiments are less accurate than those of the other
44

experiments for two reasons:  1) the stress levels were much lower, resulting

in smaller velocity changes,   and  2) the ultrasonic attenuation was higher,

resulting in a decrease in sensitivity.  The natural velocity could only be

6                               7
determined to 2 parts in 10 , whereas a part in 10  was easily attainable for

the other experiments. The natural velocity change  for a typical c uniaxial
44

compression experiment is shown in Fig. 5.

The results for all the hydrostatic and uniaxial experiments are

summarized in Table 7.  The errors indicated represent the range of the

measured values.

22
Salama and Alers   have suggested that agreement between hydrostatic

and uniaxial data is a good indication that dislocation effects are not

present.  No dislocation motion should occur during hydrostatic pressure

experiments, so a comparison of the two sets of data should show whether

uniaxial compression has introduced dislocation effects.  We were able to

make three such comparisons.  The third order constants c144' c 155 and c344

were determined from the uniaxial data of experiments 12-14; the combination
K

(C]·44+C·155.+ iE  c344) was
then calculated and compared to the value obtained

from hydrostatic experiment Ko. 1.  Then, from. the uniaxial data of experi-

ments 6-10, we determined th  constants clll' (112' C113A C222 and c123;
the

combinations (c
111 + c 112 + Kl c113) and (c222 - c112 + Kl (c 113-c123)

) were3                                     3

calculated and compared to. the values obtained from hydrostatic experiments

no. 3 and no. 2, respectively.  The comparisons are presented in Table 8.
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-

Fig. 5. .Natural velocity-change vs. applied uniaxial stress for a c44 mode
(exptl 13 of Tables 4 and 5).  The experiment was begun with a 1.13
kg/cm  stress applied to the specimen.
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Table 7. Experimental  data and results for sound velocity stress derivatives.
The errors indicated in columns 4 and 5 represent the range of the

measured values.

w BPIT - ( P ''w2)

1   .BE 1
c                                             T,P=0

2    w BTIP BP  o
Expt. No. (dyn.cm- ) (o€-1) (dyn.-lcm2) (dimensionless)

12          -4             -12
1 .1634x10 -2.38x10 4.44+.13x10 1.45+.04

2 .1675 -2.43 3.60+0.05 1.20+.02
-              -

3 .5918 -1.467 4.76+0.17 5.64+.20

4 .6147 -1.49 5.4610.02 6.72+.03

5 .6147 -1.49 -1.40+0.15 -1.72+.18

6 .5918 -1.467 -3.50+0.06 -4.14+.07-              -

7 .5918 -1.467 -0.19+0.02 -0.22+.02

8 .5918 -1.467 -5.00+0.03 -5.92+.03

9 .1675 -2.43 -6.92+0.21 -2.32+.07

10 .1675 -2.43 -2.58+0.02 -0.86+.01
-               -

11 .1675 -2.43 16.32+0.84 5.47+.28

12 .1634 -2.375 8.63+1.95 2.82+.64

13 .1634 -2.375 -1.54+0.36 -0.50+.12

14 .1634 -2.38 -1.65+0.44 -0.54+.14
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Table 8. Comparison of hydfostatic and uniaxial data. Entries. are in units
of 1012 dynes cm- .

Elastic constant Hydrostatic Uniaxial

A
K

C144.+ c155 + i  c344 -2.87 i .04 -3.12 + .70

K                                         *
-8.08 + .20 -8.47 t .80

clll + c112 + E  f:113                   -
K                                         *
3                   '+-( )   -5.25 + .04 -6.17 i .60

c222 - c112   Kl  c 113-c123

T      T
K    s   + 2s
3 33 13

= 1.0455F =T T T
1   s11 + S 12 + S 13

The errors in the hydrostatic results represent the range of

several measurements for each mode. The errors in the uniaxial results

represent our confidence in the values.

*Thesevalues were determined from experiments 6-10.  Experiment

no. 11 is 20% too high and is not included for comparisen here; it is

included, however, in the determination of the complete set of third order

elastic constants.
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Our  agreement in Table  8 is sufficient to assume  that dis locations have  not

contributed to the measured stress derivatives.

We should mention that dxpt. iio. 11 was not included in calculating

the values for Table 8.  The results for this experiment are approximately

20% higher than those obtained from the other hydrostatic and uniaxial

experiments,  and  thus were not included  for the comparisons.    We  have  no

definite explanation for this disagreement.  The results of expt. 11 are used,

however, in the determination of the complete set of third order elastic

constants.     The inc lusion  of this experiment  does not affdct the values  of

the third order constants; it does, however, increase the resulting standard

deviations.

The hydrostatic and uniaxial data were then combined to obtain the

third order elastic constants.  A least squares program was used to determine

the "best" values. The constants c and c were determined from expts. 4133 333

and 5; the constants clll' c112' c113' c222 and c123
were determined from

expts. 2, 3, and 6-11; and the constants c144' c155' and  c344 were determined

from expts. 1 and 12-14.  The only weighting done was for the c experiments,44

where we felt that the hydrostatic measurement (expt. 1) was three times more

accurate than the uniaxial measurements (expts. 12-14).  The complete set of

third order elastic constants is presented in Table 9.  The errors indicated

are the standard deviations arising from the least squares analysis and

represent the consistency of the measurements.

It is of interest to see if the Cauchy relations are satisfied for

the elastic constants of magnesium.  These are simple relations that can be

derived when the interactions between atoms are due to central forces and

when each atom is at a center of symmetry.  The Cauchy relations for the
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Table 9- The third order..elastic constants of Mg at 22'C. The errors

indicated are the standard deviations and represent the cons stencyof the measurements.  Entries are in units of 1012 dynes cm

c133
-0.86 + .03

C333 -7.26  +  .06

clll
-6.63  +  .25

c112
-1.78 + .14

c 113 +0.30  t  .16

C222            -
-8.64 + .25

-0.76 + .35
c123            -

c144
-0.30 +  .03

a155
-0.58 + .03

C344
-1.93 + .03

1.

second order elastic constants are c = r   and c = the third order
13   -44      12   c66;

Cauchy relations are

c456 = 9366 = c144 c123' a166 = c 112'
(6)

C266 = ( 122 '  c155   c 113 ' and c344 = c 133 '

Many of these constants.are not the tabulated values, but linear combinations

9
of them.  The relations  and values are
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C].66 - 4:.(3c222 - 2c111 - cl12) = -2.72,
1

C266 =  K..(2(111 - c222  - (112) = -0.71,

c366 =  -2 (c 113   - c 123 ) =  0.53,

C456 = 2 (c.155 - c144) = -0.14,

-       - C +C =  0.23
c122 - clll -222 112

12         -2
in units of 10 dynes cm

From the above values and those of Tables 1 and 9, it can be seen

that the Cauchy relations are not satisfied.  There does not seem to be a

trend toward the Cauchy relations becoming satisfied for higher order elastic

21
constants.  This is in contr.ast to the results obtained for the noble metals;

there, however, the dominant contributions to the higher order constants were

central-force-type interactions and the atoms were at centers of symmetry.

We will see in the next section that the elastic constants of magnesium cannot

be determined from a central-force model.  In addition, since the atoms are

not at centers of symmetry, the Cauchy relations are not expected to hold for

magnesium.
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III. CALCULATI0NS OF THE ELASTIC CONSTANTS OF MG

Until now, there has not yet been a model which successfully predicts

23
the second and third order elastic constants of magnesium. Huntington has

calculated the electrostatic contributions to the three second order elastic-

shear constants of Mg; the agreement with experiment was good for c44' but

poor for the other two sheAr constants.  We will see later that the band

structure energy obtained from pseudopotential theory does contribute signifi-

cantly to the other two shear constants, and that it contributes little to c44.

Huntington has neglected internal strains, but it will be seen that this does

not affect (44'
24

Reitz and Smith   extended Huntington's calculations by considering

the change in Fermi energy EF caused by movements ef the Brillouin zone planes

25
as'the metal is sheared.  Their procedure is similar te Leigh's methed for

2
calculating the shear constants of aluminum; Suzuki  has recently discussed

the shortcomings of. Leights calculations.  The main point is that derivatives

of EF with respect to shear strains were calculated under the assumption that

the change of EF was due to the displacement of the energy gap at the Brillouin

zone boundaries and to the accompanying redistribution of electrons within and

between the zenes; the energy versus momentum relationship on either side of

the zone boundaries was assumed to remain the same during the defermation.

Reitz and Smith, by introducing an effective valence Z along with severalaff

other adjustable parameters,  were  able te 0btain agreement with experiment  fer

'          two shear constants; the constant c was not calculated.because of a more com-
44

plicated distortion of the Brilleuin zones.  The results of Reitz and Smith

were then extended to calculations ef the pressure derivatives of the second
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8
order shear constants of Mg by Schmunk and Smith. By using the parameters Of

Reitz and Smith, they found the agreement with experiment to be poor.  To

obtain.agreement, they found it necessary, as in the case. of aluminum, to

add. ad additional adjustable parameter, namely the pressure dependence  ef  Zeff'

to the parameters already used in the second order elastic constant calculations.

·                                                                                                                                   3Intthe case of aluminudi, Thomas tried to extend Leigh's methed to the calcula-

tion of third order elastic constants; the method proved to be unsuccessful.

26
The above model has been referred to by Harrison as a "rigid band

structure model". He has cemmented that the most important aspect ef the prob-

lem is the corresponding change in.band structure as the lattice is deformed,

-         and that the redistribution of electrons in a rigid band structure is quite

unimportant. It should be noted thattthe relative number of electrons near a

zone boundary is small, and it is expected that other regions of the zone con-

tribute significantly te the elastic constants.

Slutsky and Garland used an entirely different appreach to calcu-
7,27

late the second order elastic constants of magnesium.  Three parameters (force

constants) entered from using a central-force.model involving interactions be-

tween first, second, and third nearest neighbors.  A feurth parameter was

introduced to account for a volume-dependent energy term.  The five second

order elastic constants were thdn expressed in terms of the four parameters.

The parameters were determined by fitting them to four of the five experiment-

ally determined elastic constants.  The fifth constant was then successfully

predicted.  This approach is of little.interest for the present purposes.

28
Mere recently Ceusins calculated electrostatic and repulsive ion-

ion contributions te the elastic shear constants of hexagenal metals for various
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c/a ratios.  Since there is very little core-overlap in magnesium, the repulsive

ion-ion effects may be neglected here.  Ceusins's results are in exact agree-

ment with our electrostatic calculations if a sign is changed in one of his

29
results.

The above references have failed to give a model from which all the

elastic constants and their pressure derivatives may be predicted.  In addition,

-           none of them have considered internal strain contributions to the elastic con-

stants.  in this section we will develop  a simple method which successfully

predicts the elastic properties of magnesium.

At T = O'K and in the absence of zero-point vibrations, the elastic

constants are related to the energy density E through the expression

-C BnE
Cijklmn ...

c.an         a n·        an             /                          .                                                                                            (7)

1 J  kl  mn  71-0

30The above elastic constant is of the type defined by Brugger. TI, . is a com-
1J

-/
ponent of the Lagrangian strain tensor and is feund as follows.  If x is the

I.

initial coordinate of a particle, and x' the coordinate in the strained state,
ax'

1                                                k

then Tli j - 2 (Jik J jk - 6 ij) ' where Jik = Ex,  and 6 ij is the Kronecker delta.
1

The subscript refers to the cartesian component of a vecter, and repeated

indices are to be summed.  A knowledge ef the lattice energy E will thus provide

the elastic constants upon differentiation with respect to the appropriate

strain parameters.

-                     Experimental elastic constants are usually expressed in terms of the

Brugger constants.  However, to facilitate the calculations, strains similar to

31
those originally used by. Fuchs are employed here,  This does net present any
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difficulty in cemparing with experiment, since the Fuchs censtants are simply

linear combinations of the Brugger constants.

The strains to be used consist of a v strain, corresponding to a

homogeneous expansion or contraction.of the crystal, and of three volume-

conserving shear strains to be called €, y and e.  These strains offer two

computational advantages over the Brugger-type strains.  The first advantage

is that' when taking derivatives with respect to a shear strain, one need not

be concerned with energy terms which depend only on volume.  The second

advantage is that these strains reduce the number of elastic constants for which

internal strain contributions must be calculated. It will be seen later that

internal strains occur only for the e strain.  The strain parameters are

described. as follows:

1.  6 strain

The & strain contracts· the hexagonal base uniformly and expands the

c axis such that volume is conserved.  Thus only the c/a ratio is changed.

-1/2
xl   =    (1+6)             x l

-1/2
x2  =   (14€)         x2

x3  =   (14€)         x3

xl, x2 and x3 are shown in.Fig. 6; the prime refers to the strained state.

2.  Y strain

-1
The y strain tilts the c axis by an angle tan y and.·leaves the base

undeformed.  Volume is, again conserved.
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=D

Fig. 6.  The coordinate system for the h.clp. structure.  x3 is parallel to the
c axis, i.e., out of the paper.  T may be written as - 2  -4         1  -,

T    =  5  x 1   f  Y   x3'

.
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X t = X
1      1

x2 = x2 + Yxj

Xl = x
3     3

3.  e strain

The e strain expands the x1 axis and contracts the x2 axis such that

the basal area remains unchanged.  The c axis is not strained and volume is

conserved.

1/2xl = (1+e)  xl
1                                                   -1/2

x2 = (1+e)    x 2

XI = X
3     3

4.  v strain

The v strain contracts or expands all the axes uniformly.  Volume is

not conserved, but the basal plane retains its hexagonal shape.

x'  =  vl/3x1                    1
, _  1/3

X  -V   X22

x' = vl/3x33

The ratie of the velume in the strained state to the velume in the unstrained

state is simply v.

The relatienships between the Fuchs censtants and the Brugger elastic

1
constants for cubic crystals have been discussed by Suzuki, et al. We will

give a brief descriptien here.
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ax'.
With J.  = -1 we easily find that fer an € strain the matrix J..

ij   axi  '                                      1          1J

is given by

(1+6 )                       0                    0
-1/2

-1/2J.. =           0 (1+€) 0
1J

0                     0                ( 1+€)

1
Since  .. = - (J  J  -6..), we find the matrix 9.. to be

1] 2 ik jk  11                         ll

(1+6)-1-1     0          0

1                        -1
n =- 0    (1+6)  -1      0ij   2

0                    0                  (lts)   -1
2

By chain differentiatien, we see that

an.. li =  BE -11 anda€      an..   36    '
lJ

2 3271..
3 2E               871           8 TIBE =  BE 11 ij   kl

2 871 2  + 871  an    86   36
B€      i j 86 ij  kl

The elastic censtants are evaluated in the unstrained state. Thus 6 33  = 0
c     3 2E ) l J  0

from equilibrium conditions, and<             =         In the unstrained state,can      an ) cijkl'
ij kl o

-1/2    0    0

31.
21 =    0     -1/2  03€

0 0 1
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2
B E

Then --2  =
c (1/4) + C (1/4)  +  c    (-1/2)1111 1122 1133

Be

+ (2211(1/4) +·(2222(1/4)  +  c2233(-1/2)

+C (-1/2)+ C (-1/2) + c (1)3311 3322 3333

»           .From here on, the Veight reduced notation will.be used;: 11 - 1,  22 = 2,

933 -* 3, 23 -, 4, 13 = 5, 12 -, 6. Using the symmetry relations  for h.c.p.
.

crystals, we find that

2

L  =21  (911 + c12 + 2(33  - 4c13)'
B€

The relatienships between the Fuchs constants and Brugger censtants fer h.c.p.

structures are summarized in Table 10.

Our choice of Fuchs censtants is not unique, but represents all the

independent second and third erder elastic constants of a h.c.p. crystal.  It

should. be noted that the €, e and v strains commute; thus the order in which

they are applied is immaterial.  y, however, dees not commute with € er e.  The

erder dees not matter if one is consistent throughout; when combining y with

e er e, we have always applied y last.  Thus, in calculating 83E/B€By2, the

appropriate   J   matrix   is   J   -   J   J.Y€
What is needed now to actually calculate the elastic constants is an

expression for the energy density.  We will.first consider a.jellium-type model.

Here the metal is censidered to be.made up ef positive peint charges arranged

on.a lattice and embedded in a uniform sea of conduction electrons. The

resulting Coulemb energy Ec is attractive.  The repulsive part of the energy

comes from the kinetic energy of the electren gas. .We can then write the total
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Table 10.  Relationships between Fuchs and Brugger constants for h.c.p.
crystals.

a  = · (c 11 + c 12 + 2c33-4c 13)
a€

2
A-E.- 8-2E=1 

2 44 2   2  Cll - c12) = (66
By           Be

2

B-  -   (2c   + 2c   + 4c   + (33)11     12     13
Bv

·2

L. E= . (c   +c   -c   -c  )13    33    11    12
3€Bv

4 - 9 aiL + t(-29     + c - 3c + 6c - 12c + 4c + 6c   )
Beav 111 222 112 113 133 333 123

B€

3

-3.- = -3c   +1(c    -c   )66 2 111 222
8e

·                                            3                         2

a. =- a..E+1(4c     .2 c    +6 c     +6 c    +6 c    +c    +6 c   )
2 27 111 222 112 113 133 333 123

Bv      BV

32
al E   = 2.-L + 1(-2c +c - 3c + 3c +C )

2   8€av 9 111 222 112 133 333
a€Bv

63E      2       2B E  4 A E   1
2= .3 2+3 2   6(2c-111 + 3c 112

-

30113 - c222
- 3c

+ 2c333)123
ava€ av ,    3€

3

8 E2 -   (2c 13 + C33) + T C44 + T (( 144 + c 155 + C344)
avay

A3E                         1
2 = (c33 - c13 + 944)   2 (-c 144 - 9155 344+ 2c   )

B€ay

3

a E  =-     12    44 + 2 (c 144 - c 155)
Beay

3A E    1                            1
2 -2 (2(13 - Cll - (12) - 2c66 + 4 (-c222 + c112 + 2c113 123-  2c     )

a€Be

3
A E    1                    4      1

2 = 3 (cll + c12 + c13) + 3 c66 + 6 (c222 - cll2 + cll3 - cl23)
avae
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energy as

-                                                                                  
                                                          3

E = .Ec +  5 EF'                          (8)

where EF is the Fermi energy.  This jellium model is identical to that des-

32cribed by Kittel.    It is not the jellium medel considered, fer example, by

33          34
Ziman er Pines; there.properties of an electron gas were being studied,

and jellium was a uniferm positively charged medium.against which the electrons

moved.  The metal thus had no structure, and all shear elastic constants

become identically zero.  Kittel's model, on the other hand, does consider the

lattice structure.ff.treated properly.  This is so because the.Coulomb energy

is dependent upen the structure of the positive-ion lattice.

Following Kittel, the Coulomb energy of our jellium medel can be

closely approximated by calculating the energy ef an ien interacting electro-

statically with an atomic sphere of uniferm negative charge.  The energy of

jellium may then be written as

2/3 2
E=-1.8 &2   + .6 kf (9)

S

Here E is in units of Rydbergs per electron; Z is the valence; rs is given by

  Tfr63  =. ..Ve/Z, where  V   is the atomic volume;  k.    is the radius  ef the Fermi

sphere and is given by 43 = 3Tr2Z<V ; k  and rs are measured in atomic units

here.  The coefficient -1.8 in Eq. 9  is an excellent appreximation for h.c.p.,

-                                    26
b.c.c. and f.c.c. lattices.

The lattice parameter may be calculated by requiring that our jellium

model be in equilibrium. This means that.BE/Bv = 0, where v is a previously
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1/3discussed Fuchs strain parameter. .For this strain, r'  =.v   rA and. k;  =S

-1/3 2.45
v    k. .  We then find the equilibrium

value of rs to be rs =  273.  For
26

magnesium, Z = 2; then rs = 1.54, compared to an experimental value of 2.64.

Thus jellium fails te predict a goed value for the atemic volume of magnesium.

Kittel calculated the bulk modulus of jellium using the energy density ek Eq. 9..
"

Hewever,   he then calculated  the ve locity  ef a longitudinal sound  wave  by

equating.this bulk modulus to the effective elastic constan€i  This would only

be valid for the Pines-type jellium model, for which the shear constants vanish.

1
Suzuki, et.al., by taking into account the structure, have calculated both the

10ngitudinal and shear elastic constants of the cubic jellium metals.
,.

We have just seen that a reasonable lattice parameter cannet be

0btained frem jellium.  We can, however, ferce.eur jellium medel te be in

equilibrium at' the observed atomic velume by varying the velume-dependent energy

-213
term.  Since.EF is proportional to V 

, we may write the energy ef.jellium

as

-213E=E +P v (10)C

where P is determined by requiring that BE/Bv = 0 at the observed atomic

volume; i.e., -  'Ec -    P = 0·  This is the jellium model discussed by
1

Suzuki, et al. The Coulemb energy is the same as that of Kittel, but the

volume-dependent energy has been.modified to provide equilibrium, at the

ebserved atomic volume.

2/3
As remarked earlier, the approximation of Ec = -1.8 Z   /r  is anS

excellent ene for h.c.p and other structures.  In order to take derivatives ef
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-           Ec with respect to shear strains, however, it will be necessary to use.an

expression which explicitly contains the lattice structure.  The Coulomb

35
energy of a h.c.p. jellium metal, according to the Ewald-Fuchs method, can

be written as

-'                                                                       -

-• 2

z 2/3  <   3.31/3                                               /RE

c   r   \JiRY        i.' 0-1/2  v 2/3 TT 

Cli+712
+    0-1/2 k.v 2/3   )                      .       (11)0

2/3- 2
=  /ve  4 7

f:1- t' cos2(21 £.T)0  l'ei 411'  Y
....

-3

--+ -D

In the above equation, R£ is'' a lattice vector; T is the position vector of the

+                                                                                                                                                                                                 p°°                 m         -xtsecond basis atom; q£ is a reciprocal lattice vector, and 0 (x) S J dt t  e    .m
1

The prime en a.sum means the £=0 term is omitted.  For an ideal c/a ratie, the

coefficient of 22/3/rs is found to be -1.79168,.which.is very clese to the

value -1.8 found earlier.  The energy expression for eur jellium medel is new

complete; the Coulemb term.Ec is given by Eq. 11,.and the volume-dependent

-2/3  ,
term is given by Pv , with P determined by requiring that BE/Bv = 0 at the

observed atomic volume.

Fer h.c.p. metals anether equilibrium conditien must be satisfied,
BE

namely   that  B (c/a)    =   0.      This is equivalent to having  BE/Bs   =· 0, where   €    is   a
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-2/3
previously discussed Fuchs strain.  The Pv term does not enter here.  One

need only find the c/a ratio fer which BE /Be = 0. By numerical methods, weC

have found c/a = 1.6356 to be the equilibrium value; the experimental value for

36
Mg is 1.6228.

-2/3It is now easy to see ene advantage of the Fuchs strains.  The Pv

32E     83Eterm  contributes  to  only two Fuchs constants,      2  and      3.. It contributes
av     Bv

nothing to the,Fuchs constants which involve the shear strains 6, e or y.  On

-2/3
the ether hand, the Pv term contributes to four second order and seven

third order Brugger constants.

The derivatives of Ec with respect to the Fuchs strains are readily

taken. Any lattice vector may be written as (see Fig. 6)

I '

-* -* -D

RL  =  £lxl  +  £2x2  + 13x3'

where £1 + 12 = even integer. and x1 = 45 a/2, x2 = a/2, and x3 = c. Similarly,

any reciprocal lattice vector may be expressed.as

i    „    1 1 G l   +   1 222   +   1 3 3'

with  the  same  restriction  on 81  + £2.   Here  Gl  = TT/xl'  G2 '= t/x2"' and,

Gi  =12,rr/x3:'   For ia given Fuchs strain,.,we' knew. .exact»· how  tha  rlattiEd ·and

reciprocal lattice : vectorsi .'deform.      For   a  v s train,

i ' = vl/3..li1   L
 £' = v-1/3 Z41 ,

and
VO' = V VO·
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The prime denotes the quantity in the strained state.  For an 6 strain,

-1/2= -1/2-,                              +

RL'      =    11(1+6)                     x l     +    1 2  (14•6)                   ·x 2     +    '03(14€)x3,

 ' = 11(lts)1/2 El + 12(14€)1/2 22 + 13(lte)-1 2.3,
.

and V' =V.
0      0

It is now that we come to an often neglected but very important point.

The hexagonal close-packed structure is hon-primitive; it consists of two

-*

interpenetrating hexagenal sublattices that are separated by a vector T.  The
\

th -/

pesition vecters of the two atoms in.the 1   unit cell are given by R  and
= = -*

RL + T.  As seen above, we know how R£
deforms under a hemogeneous deformation

I.

such   as a Fuchs strain.      We    do   not   knew,    however,    how   the.-vector   T will deform.
-*

If the components of R  deform as

-D

(Ri)i = Jik(R,t)k '

4then, for a general hemegeneeus deformation,

(RI+7 , )i   =   Jilc (R£-11) k  +   (w) i   .

*.

w is referred to as the inner displacement vector.  The homogeneous strain

described by the matrix Jik has induced an internal strain between the two
.-*

sublattices.  w is found by requiring the energy density of the homogeneously

deformed state te be a minimum.

'1

l..
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Certain deformations have the necessary symmetry so that there is no

37internal strain. Floyd and Kleinman have shown that w vanishes for strains

of the c axis and fer strains which do net distert the base from being a

-/

regular hexagon.  They have alse shown that for a general strain, the vector T

between the two sublattices will be such that it tries te reequalize the near-

-*

est neighbor distances. In terms ef the matrix Jik' they have shown that w
--D

-          has a component along the x1 axis only if J   *J  : that w has a component11 22'
'=*

along the x2 axis only if 312 $ 0; and that w never has a component along the

X3   ax is.

All four ef our Fuchs strains are such that J =3 = 0.  In
12    21

addition the v, € and y strains do not distort the regular hexagonal shape of

the basal plane, i.e., Jll = J22.  The only Fuchs strain which will give rise
p.

to a non-vanishing internal strain is the e strain, for which J +3
11 22'  w

will then have a component only along the x1 axis.

When calculating an elastic censtant invelving the e strain, it will

.-D

be necessary to include the contributions from w.  For an e strain ihe lattice

and reciprocal lattice vectors will deform according te

1/2 = -1/2 =      =
-R  = 1.(1+e) xl + 82(1+e) X  +1 x ,1 1 2     3 3

=           -1/2 -, 1/2 -+      =
qi   =  Ll (1+6) Gl   12(1+63) G2 + 13G3'

1/2 -1/2
and                        T '    =   [(1+e)          Fl   +  w]    k l   +    (1+e)             T       k      +   T      A    .2 2 3 3'

2                -1.       -   Zi- where
Tl =  3 xl, T2 = 0, 73 = ' St x3' and x, s

1 Ixil
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Differentiations with respect to e are readily taken once w is known.

Obviously w is a function of e, so we may perform a power series expansion;

2
w = Ae-+Be .+ .......... (12)

We will show below that only the coefficient A is needed in the calculation of

second and third erder elastic censtants.

If E(e,w) is the energy density, then

dE DE     BE   Bw
- = (-)  + (-)  - =E  +E w; (13)
de    Be w aw Be    e   we

e

the subscripts refer te partial derivatives.  We have stated earlier that w is
0

determined by requiring the energy density of the strained state to be a

BEminimum. This means that E  = (-)  must be zero for all values of e.
W    Bw e

Since E  E 0, we must then have
W

d    _-E =0=E  +E  w . (14)de w ew ww e

Equation 14 is identically zero for all e.  Since
(we) = A, we find that

e=0

(.Eew                                  (15)A.= -'El
8 wwle=0

Differentiating Equation 13 with respect to e and setting Ew = 0,

wet  obta in

2
d E- =E   +E w (16)
de2

ee ew e
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Since the elastic censtants are evaluated in the unstrained state,

d E
2

(-2)  = (Eee)  + A (Eew)
' (17)

de  0        0         0

The last term in Eq. 17 is the internal strain contribution to the Fuchs constant.

/               By differentiating equations 16 and 14 with respect to e, we obtain

3
d E                              2- =E +2 E w +E w+E   w , (18)7 eee eew e eww e ew eede"

and

20   =E +2 E w +E w   +E w (19)
eew eww e www e ww  ee

Multiplying Eq. 19 by w  and adding this to Eq. 18 gives
Ie

3d E  2 3- =.E    + 3E.   w  + 3E w +E  w
3 eee eew e eww e    e

de

(20)

+w   [w  E   +E  j  .ee e ww ew

But the coefficient of w is identically zere by Equation 14.  Evaluatingee

Eq..20.in the unstrained state, we find that

( )    =  (Eeee)0  +  JA.(Eeew)    +  3A2 (Eeww)    +  A3(Ewww)   .          (21)de 0 0              0             0

Equatien 21 is exact; we see that only the linear term of Eq. 12 is
3d Eneeded. The ether elastic constants involving e are  r  ,.  '  2 '4« ,   ·   2  '  and

d3E
dvde d€ de

2 •  It can easily be shown that
dedy

0
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3d E               2
C   ·2)  = ·(Evee)  + 2A(Ev6e)  + A (Evww)   ,            .(22)
dvde  0         0           0           0

3d E                                                        2
<    2)  = (E   )  + 2A(E   )  +A(E   ) , (23)eee €we €ww
d e d e     0                       0                           0                            0

3
d E

and C    2)  - (E   )  + ACE ) (24)
de dy 0 eYY 0 WYY 0

The first term in each expression is the contribution to the elastic constant'

assuming no internal strain, i.e., A = 0.

22
There is.:one second order Fuchs constant (d E/de ) and four third

order constants (d: E/de3,  d3E/dvde2,  d3E·/d6de2  and. d;lE/ded•ti 0 -:66iicli·-involve

internal strain.  Whe-n the· Brugger constants are expressed in terms of the.Fuchs

constants, it is seen that two second order Brugger constants (c   and c12)11

and seven third order constants (clll' c222' c112' c123' c113' c144 and c155)

invelve internal strain.  The Fuchs parameters thus have the advantage that they

reduce the number of elastic constants. for which internal strain contributions

must be calculated.

In the jellium model the enly term contributing to internal strain

is the Coulemb energy Ec.  For this.model we have found that A.= .8575 a.

37This is the same value Floyd and Kleinman found if only their Coulomb energy

is censidered.  The results of the jellium model are given in Table 11.  The

A = 0 quantities are given in parentheses when there is a difference; these

correspond to values calculated by completely ignoring int@rnal strain.  In

the table we have cempared the second order Fuchs constants and the third order
36

Brugger constants with the experimental values.  The agreement with experiment
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Table 11. Elastic constant calculations using a jellium medel. Entries  are  in
units of 1012 dynes cm-2.  The values in parentheses.are these

calculated by neglecting internal strain, i.e., A = 0.

36
Elastic Constant Calculated Value Exp. value

2 2 1
8 E/Be  = ..7 (cll + c12 + 2c33 - 4c13) 1.318                   .0.728

2 2 1
8 E/ae = - (c -c) =c 0.115 (0.304) 0.202

2   11    12     66

32E/av2 = 1.1..(2c   +2 c   +4 c   +c ) 0.231 0.382
9« 11 13     13    33

32E/ay 2 =
c44

0.168 0.198

82E/Beav =  ' -(ci3 + c33 -c"c ) 0.000 -0.002
11 -  12

(133
-1.15 -0.86

C333
-3.63 -7.26

clll
-3.01 (-4.07) -6.63

a112
-2.78 (-1.85) -1.78

(113
1.49 (0.67) 0.30

C222
-7.30 (-6.62) -8.64

c123
-0.49 (0.33) -0.76

(144
-0.78 (0.17) -0.30

c155
1.01 (0.06) -0.58

c344
-1.76 -1.93

can at best be described as fair, although the order of the larger constants is

predicted very well (i.e., c222 is largest, etc.).  It can be seen that

internal strain contributions are significant; however, in this model the

internal strain parameter is so large that the overall agreement is better if

the internal strains are neglected.  We will see later that internal strain

21
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effects are really smaller, and that they de tend te improve the agreement with

experiment.  We should remember that our jellium model is an idealized metal;

in addition, we had to modify the Fermi energy to guarantee equilibrium at the

observed atomic volume.  The jellium.model has proved useful in illustrating

the techniques used in the calculation of elastic constants; moreover, the

agreement with experiment does indicate that one can hope for improvement by

using a suitable perturbation methed.

We will new derive a perturbation or band structure energy term by

employing a pseudopotentikl' theory; a more complete description.may be found

26
in the beok by Harrisen. It will be seen thaf-the band structure energy

-           centributes very little to the binding energy; however, some of the strain

derivatives of this energy term will not be small, and there will then be

significant contributions to the elastic constants.

Before proceeding, we will make three fundamental, but important,

approximations.  The first is the one-electron approximation, namely that the

real potential seen by an electron may be replaced by a self-consistent po-

tential.  The second approximation is that the ion cores are small; this allows

us to separate the electron energy levels into core states and conduction-band

states.  Since the cores de. not overlap, the only direct ion-ion interaction

is Coulombic.  We assume that the potential due to the conduction electrons

and the other ions dees net vary over an ien core; the wave functions of the

core states are then the same as in the isolated ion.  We thus know the.core

states, and we need only find the conduction-band states.  Our third approxima-

tion is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, namely that we assume that the

electrons adiabatically follow the motion of the ions.  This enables us to

obtain an equation  for a wave function  of the electrons alone.
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We may now write the Schr'ddinger equatien fer an electron in a metal

as

./

. H *k= (T + V(r))4k=Ek tk ' (25)

41292 -'Here T = V(r) is the self-censistent potential seen by each electron,2m j'
th

and Ek is the energy of the k   state.

A method of finding 9k is to expand it in a complete set of states

and substitute into Eq. 25.  One could use plane waves for the expansion, but

a. large number would be needed to describe tk fairly well.  Since the conduction-

band states must be orthogonal to the cere states, an expansion in plane waves

already erthogonalized to the core states will be much more rapidly convergent.
4,

Such expansion terms are known as orthogonaliied plane waves (OPW's).  We will
-4 -D

denete a plane wave by  k> = -·.1 eik•r;  01> will designate a core state, and *k
'/9

will refer te a conduction-band state.

We then have

0 Pwk    s     lk>      -    2      101> <0 1 1, k>
. (26)

et

C

Obviously, <ell OPWk  = 0.  11'k is new expanded in OPW's so that

Wk = ta (*)0pw   .= taq  T)[IN> - El°'><eliT+q>]q q      k+q q
(27)

By substituting  k of Eq. 27 into Eq. 25, and with a rearrangement of terms,

we may obtain an equation of the form
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T.0k + W0k = Ek 0k ' (28)

where

W = VG) + E(Ek-Ect)lei><0'1 (29)

and

0k =  aq( k)   +i;> . (30)

No  approximations  have  been  made;  only a rearrangement ef terms has occurred.

W is known as the pseudopotential, and 0k is the pseudo wave function.  Ek is

the energy eigenvalue corresponding'to 0k of Eq. 28 and tk of Eq. 25.

41Phillips and Kleinman   have shewn that the last term in Equatien 29

-*
tends to cancel the V(r) term.  Thus W is small in the core region and behaves

-*

like V(r) outside the core.  We will now solve Equation 28 by standard per-

turbation techniques, neglecting the potential altogether for the zero-order

approximation.  We then obtain, to second 0rder,

621,2
E (k)    =  ti-n--  +   (  I W I  >   +  E  '<,$+i; IWIk><kIWI  +q>2m

q    4,2-1 N 1 21
(31)

2m

-*

If we assume that W(r) may be written as a sum of potentials centered

-D

on the N ion positions ri' i.e.,

N

W(r) = I w( r-ril) (32)
i

then it is easy to show that

(k+ I,WG) 1 > = S ('q)<=k+  w(r)11: > . (33)
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-D                                                                                                     ·

Here S(q) is the structure factor, *given by

-D-+

1 N  -iq• r.
S (q)=NE.  e           J     .                                                 (34)

J

p.

S (q) depends only upon the ion positions. The structure factor here is the

same as that used in x-ray and other diffraction theories. <k+q|w(r) k> is

known as the form factor and is independent of the ion positions.  The total

energy of the electrons is obtained by suaming Equation 31 over the occupied

states. This means we include   all   k  < k ' where   k     is   the   rad ius   of   the

Fermi sphere.  The sum is converted to an integral by means of the density of

2V
- states relation, 2=    3 f d3k. Performing the sum and dividing by the

k   (2'rr)
number of electrons (NZ), we find the eigenvalue sum per electron Eel to be

Eel = ' 5 EF + (i;Iwlib + E'S*(. )S(Ii) 2 Vo   · d;k<k|w|k-1;I>(k+qlwlk>   (35)
q

(2FT)32 -(k -

lk+41 )
2 ,- =,2

2m

The bar above the second term.means an averaged value.  It should be noted that

ih perferming the sum, we have counted electron-electren interactions twice.

Thus it will be necessary te subtract a term equal te the electron-electron

interaction; we will do this: later on.  It should also be mentioned that we
r-

must still account for the Coulombic ion-ion interactions.

We will now censider the pseudopotential W to consist of two terms:

W0, representing the electron-ion interactions; and Wl' representing the inter-

action ef each electren with the 0thers through a self-consistent petential.

26Harrison  ' has shown that if W is taken to be a local potential, then W is

related to Wo by
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<k     Wo     (S·qlwlk> =                        (36)6 (q)

€ (q)is the Hartree dielectric function given by

2

me       2(    21   +   132   4 "11+3 1  )
€(q) =1+

1-711'
' (37)

2Trk  TI 271

where  11  =  q/2kp.    It then follows  that

<  + | wo |  k (Sg|w|k> =                        (38)e (q)

where w (r) is the bare-ion pseudopotential.  The electron-electron.inter-

actions thus have the effect of screening the bare ion.  The form factor

<k-19 w k> . is simply related to the unscreened form factor <k+q wo k> through

the screening function € (q).

In our werk we will only be concerned with local potentials.  Then,

-*

in Equation 35, <k w k+q> is independent of k and may be taken outside the
--*

integral over k.  The resulting integral can then be evaluated and expressed

in  terms  of € (q) ;

'   ' k                 1
22

le<4 h2 2 , =  =,2            2e=   IL- _[  1-6  (q) ]       . (39)

SACk -lk+qI )

With the aid of equations 38 and 39, we may rewrite Eel' as
== =

V -*-' - 2 <k+q|w- k>12
Eel =  EF + <k w k> +   '2 t'S (q)S(q)q     6(q      [1-€(q)].    (40)

8nze  q
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We will now correct for the fact that electron-electron interactions

have been counted twice.  Harrison has shown that the electron-electron energy

may be expressed as.

V

Eee =  <1 Iw1ll:> 4   ' 2 E'S*(iDS(ii)q21<Q+ Iwll' >12. (41)
0.1 8TTZe q

·           The first term: is the electrostatic energy of a uniform electron charge

density in the potential due to this same density; the second term accounts

for the nonuniformity of the electron density.  If the electrons could be

described by plane waves, the charge density would be uniform; the second term

would then vanish.  Since wl is related to w  by wl = w-w , we have that0 0

(SI  wo 1 )
< -4 I wl 1 12>

= [1-€ (q) ], (42)€(q)

by use of Equation 38.  Subtracting Equation 41 from Equation 40, we obtain

with the aid of Equation 42  that

Eel = Eel - Eee = 3/5 EF + <9 w-411211 > (43)

V *- .        =    2  6(q)-1

- 8 ZeZ i'S (q)S(Ii)q21<2+q wo k     6(q)   .

The second term of Equation 43 may be rearranged as

<'2'w-*'172., 1 >  = (lt tho 4wl-wl:12: 1'2> (44)

= (21*<·72. I  + <glvcoullg> + <Hiw&:vcoul'H>  I
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Here v is the ionic Coulomb potential.  We still must add to our energy
Coul

expression the direct Coulomb interaction energy E.. between ions.  But
11

Eii + <919112  ] >+ <12 vCoul|1   is just the electrostatic energy Ec discussed
in the jellium model.  We then find that

EH = E -1 + Eii =   EF + Ec + < lwo-vcoull >

(45)V

  2 I'S*( )S(it)q21<S,q w  i >12 5.j   1 .-

8TTZe q

This is the Hartree energy since correlation and exchange· have not yet been

included.  It can be seen that EH is just the energy of jellium plus first

and second order perturbation terms, hereafter referred to as the band,

structure energy EB.S.

We will now explicitly add in the correlation and exchange energy

of the electron gas.  The exchange energy (per electron) is given by

2

E  = -.916 -e (46)
x         2r     'S

4   3   V0where r is related to therelectron .density by r Trr  = 'r. The correlation
S                                                         j    S    L

energy is taken to be the Pines-Nozibres approximate expression,

2

E                =   -8       (    115 -.031.80(rs)) , (47)corr 2ao '            0

2

where  a    = -hI  is  the Bohr radius. Our total energy  can  now be written  as
0

me
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E=E +E +E
H    x    corr

'

3=-E +E +E +E +E (48)
5 F x    corr    c    B.S.

where      E    = <  w -v     12 B.S. O  Coul

V
2  6(q)  1.   0 2.r'S*(H)_SGI)q21<12.1Qi|wo|lt |   £(q  0 (49)

8TTZe  q

We now need to find an appropriate pseudopotential.  As discussed

earlier, W(r) behaves like V(r) outside the ion core and is small within the
=

core.  If we just consider w (r), the .pseudopotential due to a bare ion, it

"            is a reasonable assumption that w (r) is Coulombic outside the core and very
0

small within.  It is easiest to simply assume that w (r) vanishes completely

inside the core region.  This is the pseudopotential originally proposed by

42.43 1.2
Ashcroft '

and used by Suzuki, et al.
' We thus write that

2
-Ze

wo (r)   =    -r      ,     r  >  rC

(50)

=0 ,  r < rc'

where r  is the "core radius"; this will be the only adjustable parameter
C

occurring in our calculations.
43

Using this pseudopotential, the form factor is given by

•                                                                                                                                                                            2

- 4TTZe
(St;ilwo(r) IE>

= cos(qrc) , (51)
2

Voq
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and it can be shown that
.

2                 1
,=      ot  Ze

<12-€lwo(r)-vcoul(r) k>= F.F ,
0

where

2
DY - 4TrrC

The band structure energy can now be expressed as.

0 Z e2 2NZe2 -2 *-* -* . 6(q)-1I'q  S (q)8(q)cos2(qr (52)EB.S. =   9-2-- V c'    e (q)o o q

-                       It is easiest now to work in atomic units.  All lengths are measured

in units of a , and all energies are in units of Rydbergs per electron.  Using

the relations TI = 4/2kp and k  =  -  , we may rewrite Eq. 52 as
0

EB.S. = CY L -  K E'71-2s*( )s ( )cos2(.21¥'lro) €(11'kF -1.      (53)
VO   3TT n  1 6 (71, kF)

By combining the kinetic, exchange and correlation energies into one

expression Ev' we find that

2   .916
E.v = .6 kf - -r   - (0.115-.031 inrs) . (54)

S

Our final expression for the energy density is

E=E +E +E (55)V C B.S. '

where E.E  and EB.S. are given by Equations 54,11 and 53 respectively.V'  C
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E  depends only upon the atomic volume., and thus this term only
V

contributes  to two Fuchs constants, ai  and
32  .  All-shear derivatives of E

V

1. -1 av      av     1/3
are zero.  For a v strain, k; = v 3.  kF and rs = v    rs. v derivatives of

E  are easily performed.V

Strain derivatives of the Coulomb energy E  have already been dis-
C

-

cussed in the jellium model.  A useful relation when differentiating E  isC

that -2 0m(x) = -0   (x).ax          m+1

The final expression for the band structure energy is a function of
-1/3.

T  and k .  For a v strain, 1 does not change, since TI' = 21-   = V -1/ ·    =
KF 2v     kF

14--  .- 71.  For a shear strain, k.  does not change, since it only depends on

-                            volume.     Thus  we  need  only take derivatives   of  EB  S with respect  to  T]  and
BE         BEB.S. akF BEB.s..= BEB.S. AHB.S. = - and --+.  We assume4.  For example '  Bv . Bkf Bv 3€ aTI Be

that the core radius rc does not change during deformation.

For the h.c.p. structure it is easily shown that S*( )S ( ) =

,.1., -'    -*.cos2(-2.'.q,T), where T is described in Figure 6.  For the case of no internal
-41._, 1 -* -D

htrain, q •r  = q.r.  Strain derivatives of the structure factor thus vanish

except for those elastic constants involving the e strain.

We have completed calculations for five values of the core radius,

namely re = 1.22, 1.34, 1.358, 1.38 and 1.50 a .  The value re = 1.38 a  is
43

near the value of 1.39 a  determined by Ashcroft and Langreth   from a com-

parison of theory and experiment for the resistivity of liquid magnesium.

.44

The value rc = 1.358 a  was found by Shjru and Gasparl from fitting the first

zero of the Ashcroft pseudopotential form factor to that of the Heine-

..26Abarenkov "model" pseudopotential.  The other values of r  were chosen toC

provide a wide range of core radii to be used in the later comparison of

theory with experiment.
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                        In.addition to using the Hartree dielectric function, we have .also

44-48
completed dalculations using a modified dielectric function.  The modi-

fied function takes into. account correlation and.exchange effects. in the

screening of the electrons.  If we define H(q) = then for the Hartree
g (q)

6(q)-1'    2
dielectric function H=1+ 2TTkFao

g  ( 11)
' where g(TI) = 1/'112 + 1.- - .en . i   . Note

*                  1                                            2n
that H-  directly enters Eq. 53 for our expression for EB.S.  For the modified

2Trk_a        2
-             dielectric function, we have that H=1+ TO- 9 .  Two forms of

g(n) L 2
45       2(q  +84)

B were used:  the first was introduced by Sham and used by Shyu and

, 44,46,47                 2                                         48
Gaspari, where B=l t ; the second form was used by Wallace,

2Trk„a r oTTk-a
r O

where B = We have found the elastic constant calculations to be
. 158+rrkFaO

extremely insensitive to whichever form of B is used.

36
Using the experimental atomic Volume of magnesium, we have found

the equilibrium c/a ratios for the five core radii; our results using both the

Hartree and the modified dielectric functions are presented in Table 12.  Each

c/a was found by numerically solving = 0.  The volume-dependent energy Ea 
86                                     v

does not enter here. It should be noticed that over our range of core radii,

c/a does not differ much from the ideal value of 1.633.  Thus we immediately

see that our procedure is not successful when applied to a h.c.p. metal such

as zinc, for which c/a = 1.856.  However, the inclusion of a closed-core

repulsion term in the energy expression may then yield satisfactory results

for zinc.  (Core interactions fer magnesium can be neglected, as borne out by

the elastic constant calculations.)

Knowing c/a for each rc' we then calculated the internal strain
.

parameter A discussed earlier.  A is determined from the condition  A =

-        - CLE /22&) Again only the Coulomb and band structure energies contribute
awae   2 e=0'Bw

\1
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Table 12.  Equilibrium values of c/a for various values of rc.  The experi-
mental value of c/a for magnesium is 1.6228.36

r                                         c/a
C

(units of a )o Hartree Modified

1.22 1.6413 1.6414

1.34 1.6337 1.6316

1.358 1.6327 1.6304

1.38 1.6315 1.6291

1.50 1.6259 1.6236

here.  The results are given in Table 13.  We can see that the band structure

contributes importantly to the internal strain.  For the jellium model, in

which the band structure energy is neglected, we found that A = .8575 a.

Inclusion of the band structure considerably reduces the internal strain, as

can be seen in Table 13.

Table 13.  Internal strain phrameter for Vhrious values of r .C

r A
C

(units of lattice parameter a)
(units.of ao) Hartree Modified

1.22 .326 .223

1.34 .374 .335

1.358 .383 .350

1.38 .394 .368

1.50 .461 .460
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=                       We have yet to take into account another equilibrium condition,

namely   that  ELE  =   0..      We -have calculated  aE. for magnesium using the observed
av                         av

atomic volume,....and we found that equilibrium was not satisfied.  We then

determined the atomic volume for which BE/8. v = 0, and found this value to be

30% lower than that of experiment; we did the calculations with r  = 1.358 a ,C 0

the core radius · which gives the best agreement of the calculated elastic

constants with experiment, as will be seen later.  In order to have our energy

expression satisfy equilibrium at the observed atomic volume, it is thus

12
necessary to adjust one of our parameters.  Suzuki, et al., '  as well as

43
Ashcroft and Langreth, have chosen to adjust the parameter e of Equation 53.

We will adopt that procedure here.  0 will then be determined by requiring that

BE/Bv = 0 at the observed atomic volume; we will be able to compare this value

with the value 4rr r
c2

calculated from the pseudopotential. Suzuki2 has referred

to this comparison as a consistency check of the binding energy expression.

It is unfortunate that 0 need be adjusted; there is no justification

in doing so, but an adjustment must be made somewhere in order to have equi-

librium at the observed atomic volume.  We are in agreement with Suzuki, et al.

that the reason for the binding energy not being minimum at the observed atomic

volume is mainly due to the volume-dependent energy term Ev; this term contains

an approximate expression for the correlation and exchange energy. It will be

seen that with rc = 1.358 a , four of the five second order Fuchs elastic con-0

2     2
stants are in good agreement with experiment. .The other constant, B E/Bv ,

is only in fair agreement with experiment; this is the only second order con-

stant which contains a contribution from Ev.  Instead of adjusting e, we have

tried to adjust independently the Fermi, exchange, and correlation energies;

A'
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2     2
.            the results of these adjustments all resulted in a poorer value for B E/BY .

Since an. adjustment is necessary, the et adjustment seems. best in.that it
1.

2     2
results in a better value .for a E/Bv .  We feel .that... the pseudopotential method

is successful in predicting the thirteen second.and .third order elastic con-

stants for which there are no contributions from the volume-dependent energy

E ;  the other two constants, namely 82E/Bv2 and a?E/av3, do depend on _Ev -and
V

thus cannot be determined as well because of the appro imations contained in E .
V

We have already found    c/a    and the internal.s.train. parameter   A.  for

five core radii; by requiring that BE/Bv.= 0 at the.observed.atomic volume, we

then calculated the-second...and third order elastic cons.tants. Our results are

given in Table 14.  We have compared the second order Fuchs constants .and

the third order Brugger constants with experiment. .Since four second order

Brugger constants.(all  but  (44)  depend  on  82E/Bv2,  we  did.not  make. a  comparison
22

for them; we felt.the .comparison would be distorted by the effect of 8 E/Bv .
For the same reason, we did not compare the pressure derivatives of the

elastic.constants, since they are dependent upon (82E/Bv2)-1.  (A fair compari-

son might be made by using the experimental value of 82E/Bv2 in the determina-

tion of the second order Brugger constants and their pressure derivatives; we

will make such a ,comparison later.)

The purpose.of Table 14 is to determine the core radius rc for which

the calculated elastic constants best agree with experiment.    We have listed

the results obtained by using both the Hartree and the modified dielectric

function; it can be seen thit.the results are rather. insensitive.to whichever
':.

dielectric function %s used.  We feel that using rc = 1-358. a  (with the

modified dielectric function) gives the best overall agreement with experiment,
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Table 14.  Elastic constant calculations using a pseudopotential method.  Entries are in units of
1012 dynes cm-2.

-36Calculated Values                                                   Exp. values

r 1;22ao 1.34 a
1.358.ao 1.38,a 1.50 a6c 6 0 -

Han -  Mod.  Har. ... Mod.  Har. .   Mod. , Har,.   -Mod. . . Har.   Mod.2     2
B E/86 0.502  0.·420« ' 0.768:'10:742 ' 05817" -Se.801 ''0.880''' 0.875 ' '1.-277 . 1'.340 0.728

82E/Be2 0.121 0.116 0.189 0.196 0.200 0.209 0.215 0.226 0.297 0.317 0.202

82E/Bv2 0.262 0.237 0.295 0.275 0.303 0.284 0.313 0.296 0.392 0.386 0.382
2

a3E/By O.091 0.088 0.162 0.171 O.174 0.186 O.191 0.205 0.292 0.320 0.198

82E/868v -0.006 -0.008 -0.009 -0.009 -0.009 -0:009. -0.009 -0.009 -0.010 -0.009 -0.002

c133
-0.98 -0.85 -1.16 -1.07 -1.20 -1.11 -1.26 -1.17 -1.63 -1.60 -0.86

c333
-4.10 -4.14 -5.70 -5.99 -5.99 -6.32 -6.35 -6.73 -8.66 -9.31 -7.26

-4.64 -4.64 -6.24 -6.42 -6.50 -6.71 -6.83 -7.06 -8.63 -8.97 -6.63
clll
c           -1.30 -1.15 -1.68 -1.60 -1.76 -1.69 -1.87 -1.83 -2.71 -2.84 -1.78
112

0.14 0.10 0.42 0.46 0.47 0.51 0.52 0.57 0.81 0.91 0.30
c 113

C222
-5.81 -5.66 --7.94 -8.05 -8.30 -8.46 -8.76 -8.97  -11.54 -12.05 -8.64

c123
-0.21 -0.12 -0.35 -0.30 -0.38 -0.33 -0.42 -0.38 ·-0.71 ··60.72 -0.76

C144
-0.31 -0.24 -0.39 -0.35 -0.41 -0.37 -0.43 -0.40 -0.62 -0.63 -0.30

c -0.30 -0.44 -0.47 -0.60 -0.50 -0.62 -0.53 -0.65 -0.67 -0.77 -0.58
155

c344
-1.25 -1.20 -1.76 -1.79 -1.85 -1.90 -1.96 -2.02 -2.64 -2.79 -1.93

(3\
-3
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.           although the preference over choosing rc = 1.38 a  (with the Hartree
0

dielectric function) was. very slight.  For r  = 1.358 a , we have determined
C

e from the condition that..BE/Bv = 0 at the observed atomic volume. We found

that ot = 27.91.a2; the the6retical value is 4·rrr2 = 23.17 a2. The agreement
0 C

of  e  with  4rrr2  is   fair; a better expression  for  E  may improve the agreement.

We have also calculated the.'binding energy E (Eq. 55) using re = 1.358 a  and

-             the modified dielectric function.  Our result is E= - 0.886 Rydbergs/electron,

43
which is in reasonable agreement with the experimental value of -0.890

Rydbergs/electron.

The values in Table 14 include the contributions from internal strain.

So that we may see the effect of the internal strain on the elastic constants,

we have listed in Table 15 the calculated values found both by including and

neglecting internal strain. The values shown are those obtained by using

r  = 1.358 a  and the modified dielectric function, since the best agreement
C             0

with experiment was obtained with these parameters.  It can be seen that

internal strain contributions to the Brugger constants are small. (We will

soon see, however, that internal strain contributions to the Fuchs constants

are not small.)  It can also be seen that the inclusion of internal strain does

improve the overall agreement with experiment.

So that we may see the relative contribution of the electrostatic

and band structure energy terms to the elastic constants, we have listed the

separate contributions in Table 16. Wttfave.not.listed  the..constants':yhichhave  a

contribution from the volume-dependent energy term.  It can be seen that
.

2     2
8 E/By  = c44 is determined primarily from the electrostatic energy, as

mentioned at the beginning of this section.  For most of the other constants,
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Table 15.  Internal strain contributions to the third order elastic constants
-2of Mg.  Entries are in units of 1012 dynes cm

36
Calculated values Exp. values

Without internal strain With internal strain

c133
-1.11 61.11 -0.86

C333
-6.32 -6.32 -7.26

c -7.31 -6.71 -6.63
111

c112
-1.35 -1.69 -1.78

cl13
0.12 0.51 0.30

C222
-8.63 -8.46 -8.64

G123
0.05 -0.33 -0.76

c144
0.03 -0.37 -0.30

C155
-1.02 -0.62 -0.58

c344
-1.90 -1.90 -1.93

Table 16.  Contributions to the Fuchs elastic constants of Mg,  The constants
involving the volume-dependent energy  term  are  not inc luded  he re.
Entries. are in units of 1012 dynes cm-2.

Electrostatic Band Structure Internal Strain Calculated Experiment-
36

Contr.ibution ·Contribution Contribution Value al Value

2     2
B E/Be 1.306 -0.505 0.801 0.728

82E/Be2 0.303 -0.059 -.035 0.209 0.202

82E/av2 0.170 0.016 0.186 0.198

82E/Beav O.001 -O.010 -O.009 -0.002

83E/8€3 3.10 -3.39 -0.29 -2.90

83E/Be3 0.36 -0.43 0.32 0.25 0.40

83E/Be Bv2 -O.00 0.03 0.03 0.01

83E/av B€2 -0.44 -1.51 -1.95 -1.73

3                2
a E /Bv BY -0.06 -0.38 -0.44 -0.29

233E/ag ay -0.84 0.15 -0.69 -0.81

83E/Be BY2 -O.11 0.45 -0.40 -0.06 -0.06

2
-0.49 -0.3233E/Bv ae -O.10 0.17 -0.42

83E/Be Be2 0.32 0.77 0.33 1.42 1.60
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however, the band structure contribution is large.  This was not so in the case

of the alkalil (Z=l) metals; for aluminum2 (Z=3), however,   the band structure

+                                                            26effeets'were also found to be large. Harrison has.also.noticed the incr.ease

in band structure contributions for higher valence;   he has stated .that quan.ti-

tative calculations become more difficult for higher valence, since the results

are increasingly sensitive to errors in the band structure energy.  That this

is true has now been borne out by the elastic constant cildulations for the

Z= 1,2, and 3 metals; agreement with experiment was excellent for Z=1

(alkalil metals), good for Z=2 (Mg, present work), and fair for Z=3 (Al2).

It can be seen from Tables 15 and 16 that the calculated Fuchs con-

stants  are  not  in  as good agreement with experiment  as  are the Brugger constants.

There are several reasons for this.  First of all, the experimental Fuchs con-

stants have been determined from the appropriate linear combinations of the

experimental Brugger constants; due to propagation of errors, the Fuchs

experimental constants are not known as accurately as the Brugger constants.

Also, internal strain contributions are more significant in the case of the

Fuchs constants; the internal strain makes a major contribution to the Fuchs

constants, but only a small contribution to the Brugger constants.  There are

also some large cancellations between the electrostatic and band structure

contributions to the Fuchs constants, and we suspect that this may not occur

3     3
for the Brugger constants.  Such cancellations have occurred for B E/Be ,

which is the only constant in poor agreement with experiment.  It can be seen

from Table 16 that both the electrostatic and band structure contributions to

*
3 E/B€3 are very large; however, the contributions are of opposite sign, and

considerable cancellation thus occurs. In addition, there is a significant
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3     3
amount of uncertainty in the experimental value of B E/Be ; this. can be seen

3     3by   expressing  3   E/ag in terms   of the Brugger cons tants. From .Table   10,

3       2 -2c +C - 3c + 6c

33 =  9 2-1.- +  .   111 222
112                113   -               Beav   4 -12c + 4c + 6c86 133 333   .123

2a_L*             Using the axperimental values of and of the third order Brugger constants,
3€81>

we find that

3                 <13.26 - 8.64 + 5.34 + 1.80AE
-3 = 9(-.002) +  (

86                  +10.32 - 29.04 - 4.56

12         -2
= -2.90 x 10 dynes cm-

We thus see that considerable cancellation has also taken place in the deter-
i,

3     3
mination of the experimental value of B. E/a€ ·  We feel that the errors in the   -

experimental values of the third order Fuchs constants are considerably larger

than the errors for the third order Brugger constants.

We mentioned earlier that we did not compare the calculated second

order Brugger constants and their pressure derivatives with experiment because

2     2of the effect of a E/b.v ; we will now make this comparison.  We have used

the experimental value of 32E/Bv2'. together with the calculated values of the

four other second order Fuchs constants, to determine the five second order

Brugger constants.  We then determined the pressure derivatives of the second

order constants; for this we used the calculated values of the third order
.8

Brugger constants (Table  15). Our results are given in Table  17. The agree-

-             ment with experiment is very good for the second order constants and for
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dc 66
- but   only   fair   (-20%)   for the other pressure derivatives ;   we have found,dp '

*                              however., that better (-10%) agreement of these pressure derivatives with experi-
3     3

ment could be obtained. by using the experimental value of 3 E/Bv .  This is

another indication that the volume-dependent energy term is not known as

accurately as the other terms.
a

.

Table 17.  The second order.Brugger elastic constants and their pressure deriva-

tive .  T ese. values were obtained by using the experimental value
of 8. E/Bv .  The elastic constants are in units of 1012 dynes cm-2,
and the pre.s.sure derivatives are dimens ionless.

36
Calculated value Exp. value

cll
.686 .666

c12
.268 .262

c13
.201 .219

C44
.186 .198

C33
.726 .702

c66   -' (cll-c ) .209 .202
12

dc
44- 1.40 1.60

dP

dc
66- 1.36 1.37

dP

dc
11

5.19 6.23
dP

dc
33- 5.89 7.29

dP
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

.                       The complete set of the ten third order .elastic. constants. of

magnesium has. been determined experimentally from measurements of the hydro-

static pressure and uniaxial compression derivatives of the natural sound

velocities using a variation of the pulse superposition technique.  The
S.

specimen was neutron irradiated to suppress dislocation effects.

A theoretical model was developed to predict the elastic constants

of magnesium.  The energy density of the metal consisted of a volume-dhpendent

term, an electrostatic term, and a band structure term which. was derived from

pseudopotential theory.  The pseudopotential used was the local one proposed
.

by Ashcroft and used by Suzuki, et al. in calculating the elastic constants

of cubic metals.  The· only adjustable parameter was the core radius rc .

Because magnesium exists in the hexagonal close-packed structure,

certain. features entered that were absent in the case of the cubic metals.

It was necessary to require that the energy density be a minimum with respect

to the c/a ratio; the equilibrium c/a ratio was calculated and found to be

very close to the experimental value.  The cubic metals considered by Suzuki,

et al. were primitive, meaning there was only one atom per unit cell.  The

h.c.p. structure, however, consists of two interpenetrating hexagonal

lattices, and there are two atoms per unit cell.  Since the h.c.p. structure

is non-primitive, a macroscopic strain gives rise to interlattice dis-

placements, i.e., internal strains.  The internal strain parameter has been

*             calculated by requiring the energy density of the strained state to be a

minimum.
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It was found that the energy density did not satisfy the equilibrium
/

condition = 0 at the observed atomic volume.  To satisfy this condition, itali

Bv

was necessary to adjust the volume-dependent energy term; specifically, the

parameter Ot, which arises from first order perturbation theory,...was  adjusted

to obtain equilibrium.  It is felt that the volume-dependent energy term is

'• least accurate because of the approximate expression for the correlation.and

exchange energy.  It was seen that the volume-dependent energy term did not

contribute  to  four  of the second order Fuchs elastic constants,  and  that  the

calculated values of these constants were in good agreement with experiment.

The other
constant,    , 2did

contain a volume-dependent contribution, and
B Ethe calculated value  of      2  was  only  in fair agreement with experiment.

.

Bv
Fuchs-type strain parameters were employed in calculating the elastic

constants; the calculations were done for five different core radii in order

to determine the r  which gives the best agreement between theory and experi-
C

ment.    Both the Hartree   : and. the: medified dielectric function  were

used; the results were found to be rather insensitive to whichever dielectric

function is used.  The calculated elastic constants were seen to be in best
/

agreement with experiment for rc = 1.358 a  (and the modified dielectric

function) ; there was only a slight preference, however, over r  = 1.38 a  (andC

the Hartree dielectric function).  The.value 1.358-a  had been determined pre-
0

vibusly' by· Shyu and Gaspari from fitting the Ashcroft form. factor to that

of the Heine-Abarenkov "medel" pseudopotential; the value 1.38 a , i.s 'near the
0

value (1.39 a ) determined from a comparison of theory and experiment for the

resistivity of liquid magnesium.
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It was found that internal strain contributions to the Brugger
1

elastic constants were smill, but that cthe contributions to the Fuchs constants

were significant.  The inclusion of internal strain contributions was seen to

improve the overall agreement of theory with experiment.

The band structure energy was found to centribute significantly to

. the elastic constants of magnesium, for which  Z   =  2.      It  was noticed, however,

that band structure effectshad been small for the alkali metals  (Z  =  1),  but

large for aluminum (Z = 3).  It was concluded that band str.ucture contribu-

tions increase with higher valence; thus it is more difficult to obtain

quantitative results. for higher Z, since the errors in the band structure

e             energy have a greater effect on the calculated values.  The elastic constant

calculations were seen to bear this out; the agreement with experiment was

excellent for Z = 1, good for Z = 2, and fair for Z = 3.

There are two major points of significance that can be drawn from

this werk.  The first point is the success of pseudopotential theory in pre-

dicting both the mechanical and electronic properties of magnesium.  The core

radius determined from elastic constant calculations was found to be in good

agreement with the value obtained from calculations of electronic properties,

such as the resistivity of liquid magnesium.  That the same pseudopotential is

successful in predicting both mechanical and electronic properties gives one

confidence in its use in other calculations.  The agreement with experiment

of the calculated elastic constants was found to be good; this comparison,

hewever, was really a very detailed one, since elastic constants give changes
.

of the energy density not only with respect to volume changes, but also with

•             respect to various shear deformations.  This suggests that the interatomic
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potential may be known well enough to calculate properties of imperfect

crystals.. Both structural and thermal (phonon) defects are known. to be

49
predominantly shear.in character.

The second major point is that the results of this work represent

the most accurate agreement between theory and experiment for the third

" order elastic constants  of a metal.     The only other metal for which  a  com-

parison of the complete set of third order elastic constants has been made.

is aluminum, .and there the.a reement of theory with experiment is only fair.

Better agreement has been obtained for the alkali metals, but the experi-

mental data there is not sufficient to allow one to make a comparison for the

complete set of third order constants..

.
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